
VisionKeepers Society 
Instructions for Creating Sacred Space for Thursday Night LinkUP/Ritual 
 

1- Choose a place where you are comfortable and feel safe.  All electronics must be off 
social mode, and you want 20-30 minutes that you won’t be bothered. 

2- What you need: 
A. A cloth to set your altar upon 
B. A rattle and smudge (sage is but one option), or incense. 
C. 8 items that represent your Council of Ancients 
D. A candle, bowl to set it in, and water 
E. Something to play the journey audio on – yeah I know I said no electronics, but the 

goal is to immerse you in the journey, and to keep you out of socialization mode! 
 

3 Set Up Ritual 

 

 
 
 
The things I have chosen for my altar hook up  

 

 
Rattle where the altar will be set up, 3x in a 
circle to open past, present and future vaults 
of information. 
 
 

 

 
 
Then from the center up to the sky – 
connecting us in the As Above, So Below – 
Heaven and Earth dynamic. 



 

 
Lay the altar cloth representing you and this 
life on earth. 

 Set your eight Ancients in a circle, one by 
one, utilizing the prayers of sacred law, in 
their placement.  This is done by blowing the 
stone, saying the prayer and placing it on the 
altar cloth as follows. 

 

Sacred Law of Will, Rainbow Serpent, holds 
the lessons of how we interact.  Life in the 
physical teaches us how to have relation, not 
only with other humans, but with all forms of 
life.  If there is an atom in motion, then there 
is life, and that life is one of my relations.  To 
have respect toward All Our Relations, to 
have respect for all Sacred Paths is why I am 
here.  

 

Sacred Law of Enlightenment, 
ThunderBeings, prompt me to great 
Grandfather Sun as he rises.  We say our 
prayers to our Guides and give thanks for the 
energies of our human nature.  We affirm 
life. Our prayers claim authentic co-
creatorship in dispelling all Shadow created 
by Fear.  Sacred smoke rituals are offered as 
we pray, as smoke rises to touch our words 
upon the sacredness of life.  Living our lives 
true to our nature, and good feeling to face 
the challenges of evolution is why I am here. 



 

Sacred Law of Love, Grandmother Bear, we 
begin to understand that we begin to 
understand that we depend on Changing 
Mother earth, and so show her great respect 
and reverence for all her children.  This 
energy of evolution reminds everyone, of the 
moment of Creation… remembrance of the 
Dawn of Time… awakening… and other lives 
where we walked earth.  This energy also 
creates a conscious way of living by helping 
us release negative cellular memory from the 
body leaving us more receptive to the 
energies of compassion.  The act of looking 
for, and believing in, good, causes, 
compassion to be found, and this is why I am 
here. 

 

Sacred Law of Seeing, Little Ones, brings the 
special meaning of life.  We chose to live 
these lives, in this time and place, to 
experience creation.  Our lives nourish 
Changing Mother, All Our Relations, and All 
That Is.  Life in the evolutional service of this 
Circle, has taken many turns that are 
symbolic and special honor is given to those 
that have chosen this path.  Walking the 
Earth creates life, and this is why I am here. 

 

Sacred Law of Truth, Thunderhoof Buffalo, 
we have gathered as a family for our curative 
powers to co-create spiritual and physical 
well-being.  The ability to identify illusions, to 
release them, and to be free of them is useful 
knowledge.  We become as the wind 
traveling the earth, the Rainbow Path leading 
us into knowing.  Observing cyclic time 
assures that energy will be strong and life 
transition eased, and this is why I am here. 



 

Sacred Law of Grace, Mountain Spirits, is 
remembering our Sacred Self, and our point 
of origination.  These are important.  We 
have spent Circles of Time weakened, 
disconnected, our direction, strength and 
pride diminished.  Our words reaffirm our 
self-vision and connection, and relation to 
others.  To remember our sacred intent is to 
know the direction from which we come.  
This knowledge is strength, responsible 
action, pride, humility and guidance, and this 
is why I am here. 

 

Sacred Law of Freedom, Yellow-Tailed Eagle, 
as we walk our Path of Beauty, we believe 
that those that walked before us… the 
ancestors, Ancient Ones, lay tracks before us 
to follow.  The path chosen is cleared for us.  
The Ancients guide us to answer the call of 
Esau… the Yellow Tailed Eagle.  With 
balanced energies we nurture life and live 
perfectly encircled, and this is why I am here. 

 

Sacred Law of Clarity, Ancestors, we achieve 
spiritual maturity as a gift from our earth 
lineage.  The Ancestors charted evolution. 
They lived through infinite changing times, 
and carry the knowledge of all things, 
bringing this self-truth to one remembering.  
The time between world energetic paradyms 
creates the metamorphosis of humanity.  In 
the final stage of initiation, we embrace 
sacredness.  We are the mixture of the 
different colors of the Earth, as the Circle of 
Time re-turns, evolution is the way of Dragon 
Rites, and this is why I am here. 

These Ancients hold you in perfect protection 
during our work and upon your return from 
journey. 

And this then sets the container, and 
provides the portal of protection we work 
through. 



 

 
Place your bowl in the center of the circle.  
This represents the Source of All, the 
Medicine Bowl of Eternity.   

 

 
 
Next put your candle in the bowl – this then 
is the Light and Wisdom of All That Is.   

 

 
Finally, pour water in the bottom, keeping 
the level below the candle top.  This is the 
sea of human emotion we are given vision to 
see through by joining in this Circle. 
 
Smudge your altar, and Light you Candle and 
you’re ready to begin… 

 
3. Ritual 

A. Gaze into the flame while listening to this month’s journey.  The day our mass 
LinkUp occurs is the preference, but on any night, you may do these journeys as you 
find your way to them.  Anytime between sunset and 10 pm. 

B. Upon returning from journey, smudge your altar again.  Thank all your pieces and 
pick them up until our next hookup. 

C. Discuss thought and experiences in the comments section provided on the blog 
lesson. 

You are a member of this circle, please recommend it to others, but for containment purposes 
and the integrity of the energy we co-create, please do not share access codes.  Thank you.  See 
you in LinkUp on Thursday, or at our Monthly Zoom, whichever comes first! 


